1. No _____ has solved the communications problems between adults and teenagers.
   a) generation
   b) decade
   c) supplement
   d) expanse
   e) accomplishment

2. Through 24-hour news channels, we are able to be kept ________ updated as to what is going to around the world.
   a) timely
   b) reportedly
   c) shortly
   d) constantly
   e) gradually

5. When the war broke out, Mary ________ in Berlin for 6 years.
   a) lived
   b) lives
   c) has been living
   d) was living
   e) had been living

6. You ____________ me because I didn’t really mean that.
   a) must misunderstand
   b) must have misunderstood
   c) might misunderstand
   d) had to misunderstand
   e) must be misunderstood

7. Mus tafa’s wife told him that she could __________ stand living in New York, and demanded that they return to Yalova.
   a) no more
   b) much more
   c) any longer
   d) no longer
   e) not many

8. Louisa told me that she had no intention ________ apologizing ________ what she had done.
   a) to/ on
   b) in/ to
   c) of/for
   d) with/ to
   e) for/ about

9. …

10. …

11. …

12. …

13. …

14. …

15. …

16. …

17. …

18. …
The etymology of the word "chocolate" may remain (19) __________ and open to debate even today; but there can be no real doubt that the ancient Aztec civilization lies at the origin of chocolate. The god Quetzalcoatl, gardener of paradise, was respected (20) __________ the guardian of the cacao tree and the purveyor of both strength and wealth. The seeds, or beans, were used as a form of currency, valid (21) __________ for the purchase of everyday items and for the payment of tribute money to the king. It was the spectacle of monkeys sucking the refreshing juices around the beans that first (22) __________ men the idea of tasting them. From there, it was a short step to consuming the beans (23) __________.

19. a) regular        b) indifferent        c) faithful        d) uncertain        e) suitable
20. a) just           b) even            c) like            d) for            e) as
21. a) not only       b) either          c) both           d) as if         e) more
22. a) having given   b) gave           c) had given       d) to have given  e) has given
23. a) themselves     b) as theirs       c) itself         d) by them       e) for them
24. ...
25. ...
26. ...
27. ...
28. ...

29.-34. sorularda verilen cümleyi en uygun şekilde tamamlayan ifadeyi bulunuz.

29. ___________ she would have attended the meeting.
   a) Although she has had such a lot of hard work
   b) As her supervisor reminded her to check the experiment
   c) Whatever obstacles she might have with the laboratory tests
   d) If Julia hadn’t had so much work in the laboratory
   e) Should Professor Grand have enough time to finish her report
30. ...
31. ...
32. ...
33. ...
34. ...

35.-40. sorularda verilen Türkçe cümlenin İngilizce dengini bulunuz.

35. İnsanlar sanki hayatları sigaraya bağlımış gibi sigara içiyorlar fakat biliyorlar ki hayatları sigara içmemelerine bağlı.
   a) Man smoke as his life depends on cigarette but knows that his life may depend on his not smoking.
   b) People smoke so that their lives depend on cigarette but they know that their lives depend on their not smoking
   c) People smoke since their lives depend on their not smoking although they know they shouldn’t depend on smoking
   d) Smoking is the habit which people depend on however they should realize their lives depend on their not smoking.
e) People smoke as if their lives depend on cigarette but they know that their lives depend on their not smoking.

41. Population growth in both China and India in the next years is expected by the World Bank to be under two percent.

a) Hem Çin’de hem de Hindistan’da gelecek yıllarda nüfus artışının yüzde iki dolayında olması, Dünya Bankası’nın bir bekletisidir.

b) Dünya Bankası, Çin ve Hindistan’da nüfus artışının gelecek yıllarda yüzde iki dolayında olması istemektedir.

c) Dünya Bankası’na gelecek yıllarda hem Çin’de hem de Hindistan’da yüzde iki dolayında nüfus artışını öngörmektedir.

d) Dünya Bankası, Çin ve Hindistan’ı gelecek yıllarda nüfus artışının yüzde iki dolayında olması tahmin etmektedir.

e) Dünya Bankası tarafından gereklidir bir şekilde Çin ve Hindistan’da nüfus artışını gelecek yıllarda yüzde iki dolayında olması beklenmektedir.

42. ...

43. ...

44. ...

45. ...

46. ...

Europe and Japan do not make use of fuel economy standards to any significant degree, but instead rely principally on high taxes to reduce gas consumption. Their tax is about more than $2 per gallon, while in the US, federal gas taxes are only 18 € per gallon and average state taxes are 22 € per gallon. Higher prices at the pump resulting from higher taxes increase consumer demand for cars with better fuel economy. They also encourage consumers to reduce their driving. Research shows that federal taxes on gasoline would have to increase by a bit less than 50 Euros per gallon to cut gasoline consumption in the US. Although a 50 Euro increase is a lot compared with the present average total tax of 40 Euros, it would raise retail gas prices to only a little more than $2 per gallon, tax included. This is far below prices in European countries and Japan. Even if federal taxes on gas were doubled, US retail gas prices would still be much below those in other developed countries.

47. According to the text, efforts have been made ________________

a) to compare the levels of fuel consumption as well as fuel prices in Europe

b) to assess what price increases would lead to an important reduction in fuel consumption in the US

c) to give more appeal to public transport

d) to establish what vehicle types consume less fuel

e) to develop fuel-efficient vehicles for sale in the US
48. It is obvious in the text that Japan’s strategy to keep fuel consumption down ____________.
   a) has been greatly criticized by the public
   b) has not been as effective as was originally envisaged
   c) depends largely on the high taxation of fuel
   d) has set an example that Europe is now adapting
   e) has had no effect upon the country’s car production technologies

49. According to the text, the combined federal and state taxes on gas in the US ____________.
   a) have exceeded those currently in use in Europe
   b) are so high that they have forced Japanese car manufactures to change production strategies
   c) have become a major public concern
   d) have suddenly caused fuel prices to rise sharply
   e) amount to much less than the tax paid in Japan

50. We learn from the text that one effect of higher taxes on fuel ____________.
   a) is that Europe’s production of fuel-economy vehicles has increased remarkably
   b) is an increased demand for vehicles that consume less fuel
   c) has been to draw attention to a much wider range of energy resources
   d) has been a noticeable drop in car sales everywhere
   e) has been a great deal of uneasiness and even anger among customers
71. A: Henry, I need some money.
   B: If 100$ is enough, it's OK.
   A: Yes, thank you, I won't be able to pay you back until Monday.
   B: _____

   a) Could I borrow ten dollars or more?
   b) OK. Monday is fine.
   c) Yes, I'd love to meet you then.
   d) What's the exchange rate on Monday?
   e) Yes that would be very exciting.

72. ...
73. ...
74. ...
75. ...

76. (I) Leather is a material prepared from the skins of animals. (II) It is a hard-wearing, longlasting material when properly treated. (III) It has a variety of uses. (IV) In particular, it is used to make shoes, bags, and clothes. (V) Books with leather bindings are usually expensive.

   a) I  b) II  c) III  d) IV  e) V  

77. ...
78. ...
79. ...
80. ...

THE END